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The P22 Virus-like Particle as a Bifunctional Scaffold Questions
• Can Dec serve as a modular presentation strategy for display of the functional 

proteins on the P22-VLP surface and is the binding behavior maintained?
• Are the two binding sites distinguishable in the binding kinetics?
• What is the mechanism of Dec binding?

Appeal
• Modular presentation allows for tuning of biological response
• Simultaneous inside/outside purely genetic cargo incorporation 

Design Goals
• Natively display bio-active proteins via Dec and delivery of a protein cargo
• Identify key residues and regions for tuning Dec binding

Kinetic Fitting Methodology  

The Virus-Like Particle (VLP) from the Salmonella typhimurium
bacteriophage, P22 offers a platform for the external and internal
display of active proteins. Through fusion to the essential domain of the
scaffolding protein (SP) large protein cargo can be genetically programed
for encapsulation. A decoration protein (Dec) from the closely–related
bacteriophage L, has been shown to bind with high affinity to the
expanded (EX) P22 capsid but not to the precursor procapsid form (PC).
Binding occurs preferentially at the quasi three-fold sites but also at the
true three-fold. Previous work by Parent & coworkers shows that the C-
terminus of Dec extends away from the capsid surface in the bound
state and may provide a viable display site.

Dec Constructs

Conclusions

SPR Binding Methodology.

Dec Two-Site Binding Behavior is Resolvable, Lowest KD is Sub-Nanomolar

N-terminus is the Binding Domain Charge & Sterics may Control Binding

Dec can Display a Large Immuno-stimulatory Protein
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All constructs are readily expressed in E. coli and purified via an N-terminal 6xHis tag (left). All with the
exception of DecCD40L were found to maintain a primarily trimeric structure in solution by analytical
SEC (right).
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An example monophasic binding curve (top) with
parameters similar to the high affinity Dec site. The
accompanying biphasic example (bottom) uses the
samehighaffinitysitebutaddsaloweraffinitysite.

Parameters

Rmax: Detector signal  at 
binding saturation
ka:: Association rate 
constant
kd: Dissociation rate 
constant
KD: Dissociation constant
A: Analyte concentration
t0: Dissociation start time 

Single Site Kinetics

Two-Site Kinetics

Association
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The sites are assumed to be independent thus the kinetics are additive.
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• Previous cyroEM-reconstructions suggest that 
Dec binds at two non-equivalent sites. 

• A simpler monophasic single-site model is 
used at lower concentrations of Dec. 

• A more complex two–site model is justified at 
higher concentrations where biphasic 
behavior is more pronounced. 

• All data sets were globally fit in triplicate 
using IGOR Pro with a user-defined fitting 
procedure.

DecWT

DecWT binds with sub-nanomolar
affinity to a tight site and with 
micromolar affinity to a weak site. 

SEC monitored by multi-angle light scattering (MALS) shows
the apparent size and particle weight of EX-P22 increases
when bound to 5x excess of DecWT.
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DecWT (1-100 nM)

DecWT binding is well described by a monophasic fit
below 100 nM. Concentrations range from 1-100 nM.
(KD: 24.0 ± 0.3 nM)

Above 100 nM the kinetics become biphasic in
agreement with previous cyro-EM studies showing
non-equivalent binding to the 3 and quasi-3-fold.
(KD1: 10 ± 0.5 nM; KD2: 1500 ± 100 nM). But not
enough curvature for good kd1 fit.
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DecWT (10 μM) 4 hour dissociation 

To better fit kd1, dissociation of DecWT was followed for 4 hours, which
reduced the kd1 estimate from ~1 x 10-4 to 3.2 x 10-6 sec-1.

Conversely the quasi-three-fold axis of the procapsid appears sterically hindered. When the columbic 
surface is estimated (right panel), several pockets of charge that were exposed in the EX structure are 
hidden. These structures agree with the charge dependent dissociation seen by SPR and suggest a 
combination of sterics and charge exposure that dictate the selective binding of Dec to the EX capsid. All 
primary sequence threading was done using Phyre2.

Procapsid (2XYY)

The quasi-three-fold axis of the expanded capsid is relatively open and free of steric hindrance. When the 
columbic surface is estimated (right panel above) pockets of charge are visible at the subunit interfaces.

Expanded (2XYZ)

Sequence alignment of the N-termini of the DecWT, Δ11 and Δ20 constructs shows the loss of K14, D15
and D17 in Δ20 but no loss of charged sites in Δ11.DecΔ11 DecΔ20

DecΔ11 (1-1580 nM) DecΔ20 (31.6-31,600 nM)

Above Left: DecΔ11 binding  remains 
largely unchanged from  DecWT (KD1: 
4.8 ± 0.6 nM; KD2: 155 ± 9 nM).

Above Right: DecΔ20 binds with 
severely reduced affinity to P22. Only 
shows single site behavior. Reduction in 
ka but not kd compared to DecWT (KD: 
3450 ± 30 nM). 

Left: At a 5x excess of DecWT, DecΔ11-
P22 shows change in mass and retention 
time while DecΔ20-P22 shows no 
apparent change compared to naked EX-
P22 VLP.

DecΔ11 Binds but not DecΔ20

Dec binds with sub 
nanomolar affinity
KD: 0.25 nM

Dec tolerates 
C-terminal fusion

Electrostatic 
interactions 
control binding

C-terminal fusion 
remains functional

P22 can be simultaneously
genetically functionalized
inside + outside 

When kd1 is held at 3.2 x 10-6 sec-1 the fit is maintained minimally
affecting the other parameters (KD1: 0.255 ± 0.003 nM; KD2: 466 ± 6 nM).

DecWT (1-1580 nM)
kd1: 3.2 x 10-6 (fixed)
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DecCD40L

DecCD40L shows robust two-site behavior though ka1 is reduced compared to 
DecWT. (KD1: 30.8 ± 0.5 nM; KD2: 1400 ± 40 nM)
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DecCD40L decorated P22- encapsulating mCherry shows selective affinity for primary 
murine B-cells compared to P22-mCherry or P22-mCherry +DecWT by FACS. 
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DecCD40L (1-1580 nM)
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mCherry Intensity (Log Normal)
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P22-DecCD40L B-Cell Binding
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P22-DecCD40L
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Exterior Proteins
• Targeting 
• Antigens
• Enzymes
• Adhesion

Interior
• Antigens
• Delicate Proteins
• Enzymes
• Imaging
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Symmetry Mismatch

Bi-functional Particles
Tunable Materials Assembly

Uchida, Masaki, et al. "Higher Order Assembly of Virus‐like Particles (VLPs) 
Mediated by Multi‐valent Protein Linkers." Small (2014).

CD40L is a C3 symmetric trimer,
matching the symmetry of Dec.
Fusion was anticipated to
preserve the structure of both
CD40L and Dec.


